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Investment, Interest Rates,
and the Effects
of Stabilization Policies
of investment expenditure to changes in interest rates is
at the heart of any analysis of stabilization policy. The more sensitive the
response, the more potent is monetary policy and the weaker is fiscal expenditure policy. The stimulus of lower interest rates on investment is one
of the principal channels of monetary influence in virtually all macroeconomic theories. On the other hand, the negative Itifluence of higher interest
rates on investment may inhibit the macroeconomic effect of expenditure
policy. The net effect of govemment expenditures on gross national
product has been and remains the single most important source of disagreement over stabilization policy among economists. My purpose here
is to examine the empirical evidence on the interest response of investment
with the hope of narrowing the disagreement about the effects of expenditure and monetary policies. Though the evidence is disappointingly weak,
it does suggest that the modem Keynesian view embodied in large-scale
macroeconometric models—that the expenditure multiplier is around 1.5
—and the simple monetarist view—^that it is essentially zero—are both
incorrect. The most reasonable value lies in the middle, perhaps at 0.7.
Unfortunately, the evidence is probably not strong enough to convince the
firm adherent of the other two positions.
THE RESPONSE

Note: Hiis research was supported by the National Science Foundation. I am
grateful to Dale W. Jorgenson and members of the Brookings panel for helpful
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The Empirical Issues
The interest response of investment depends fundamentally on the substitutability of capital for other factors, and there seems to be general
agreement today that factor substitution can take place. In fact, the unitary-elasticity property of the Cobb-Douglas production function is not a
bad summary of thefindingsof more general studies: a decline of 1 percent in the service price of capital raises the capital-output ratio by about
1 percent. But this is a long-run relationship, and it is much less generally
agreed that the flow that brings about the change in the capital intensity—
extra investment—^is h i ^ y responsive to changes in the price of capital
over the one- to three-year horizon of chief concern in stabilization.
Skeptics about the interest elasticity of investment point to three considerations that cai^e the adjustment in factor intensities to take place
slowly:
1. Lags in putting capital goods in place. It can take at least a year to
design, order, build, and install capital equipment after a change in relative
factor prices makes new equipment desirable.
2. The putty-clay hypothesis. Capital already in place cannot be
adapted to a different capital intensity; factor proportions are fixed at the
time the equipment is designed. Changes in factor intensities dictated by
changes in the price of capita take place only as the old capital is replaced.
3. The term structure of interest rates. Stabilization policies affect the
short-term interest rate, but investment responds to the long-term rate.
Long rates respond to short rates with an important lag.
Evidence from a variety of sources, discussed below, seems to converge
on the point that lags in the investment process are long enough to limit the
immediate efEect of changes in the service price of capital on inv^tment.
The investment taking place in a given year is largely the consequence of
irrevocable decisions made in earlier years, and only a small fraction can
be affected by changes in that year in thefinancialattractiveness of investment. This consid^ation makes ex|>enditure policy stronger and monetary
policy weaker than they would be in an economy with more flexibility
about investment in the short run.
Evidence on the putty-clay hypothesis is much more ambiguous. The
paper contains a theoretical exposition of the h>pothesis that emphasi2:es
the central issue with respect to its implications for investment behavior:
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Under putty-clay,firmsdo not face an economic decision about how much
output to produce on their existing capital equipment. If there is such a
decision—^for example, if more output can be squeezed out of existing
equipment by operating it for longer hours or adding more labor in other
ways—then the putty-clay hypothesis in its strict form is wrong and the
response of investment to the service price of capital is not just the
change in the factor intensity of newly installed capacity but involves
substitution between new and old capital as well. The paper demonstrates
a serious problem in the major existing attempt to measure the influence
of the putty-clay phenomenon in the investment equation. No definite
conclusion emerges about the importance of putty-clay.
The question of the proper interest rate for an investment equation is
tackled only at the theoretical level. The simple argument that capital is
long-lived and that consequently the investment decision should be based
on the long-term interest rate is examined and confirmed, but this principle
does not imply that the service price of capital depends on the long rate.
Rather, the service price emerges from a comparison of investment decisions made this year on the basis of this year's long rate, andttiosethat will
be made next year on the basis of next year's long rate. This comparison
involves the expected change in the long rate, which is measured by the
current short rate. As a matter of theory, it seems quite unambiguous that
an investment theory built around the concept of a service price of capital
should use the short rate. The prospect for empirical confirmation of this
principle seems slight, in view of the major difficulties associated with
measurement of the role of interest rates of any kind.

An Empirical IS-LM Framework
Generations of economists have been taught to study the effects of
monetary and fiscal policy within Hicks' IS-LM framework. In the diagram below the IS curve traces the combinations of the interest rate and
real gross national product that are consistent with the expenditure side of
the economy. Higher interest rates are associated with lower levels of GNP
because of the negative response of investment. The LM curve describes
the alternative interest rates and levels of GNP that clear the money
market. Higher levels of GNP require higher interest rates to clear the
market for a given exogenous quantity of money. Increased government
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expeuditures shift the IS curve to theright,say to IS'. Real GNP rises from
Y to y . The magnitude of the increase depends on the relative slopes of
the two curves: it is large if the LM curve is flat and the IS curve is steep
and small in the opp(Mite case. An increased money supply shifts the LM
curve to the right, say to LM". Again, the efEect on GNP depends on the
relative slopes of the two curves: monetary policy is potent if the IS curve
isflatand the LM curve is steep.
The central question of this paper can be stated succinctly in the IS-LM
framework: howfiatis &e IS curve relative toflieLM curve? An algebraic
development of the IS-LM model is a necessary prelude to an empirical
study. Start with a simple consumption function:
C = tfo -f
Interest rate

LfA

IS

Real GNF

where C is consumption in real terms and Y is real GNP, and thus $i is
the marginal propensity to consume out of GNP. Next is the investment
function.
where / is real investment and r is the interest rate; yi measures the accelerator effect of output on investment and y^ is the crucial interest re-
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sponse. The expenditure side of the economy is governed as well by the
GNP identity.
where G is real government expenditures. The IS curve is obtained by
solving the three equations for r as a function of Y:
^ ^ go + TO + g - (1 - gi - Ti) y
Thefinalequation is the money-demand function,
M/p = ^0 + tAx r - ^2 r,
where M is the nominal money supply and p is the price level; ^i is the
income response of money demand and ^tj is the interest response. The LM
curve is just the money-demand function solved for r:
^ _ ^o + rPiY-

M/p

Tlie intersection of the IS and LM curves is obtained by equating them and
solving f or y :
where /i^ is the effect of expenditures on GNP:
1
Note the crucial role of the ratio of the two slope parameters, ya/f a- If the
IS curve is steep and the LM curve is flat, yg/^a is small and fL^ is close to
the shnple Keynesian multiplier, 1/(1 - 0^ - y^). With a fiat IS and a
steep LM curve, y^/^a will be large, p.^ will be small, and the interest-rate
effect will largely offset the simple multiplier effect.
The infiuence of the real money supply is described by n^:
I
Again, the ratio of the slope parameters, ^s/ya, plays a central role, now
in reciprocal form. If the IS curve is steep and the LM curve is flat, ^a/ya
is large and p.^ is small. With a fiat IS and a steep LM curve, the effect of
monetary expansion on GNP will be close to the extreme value of the
crude quantity theory, l/^i.
How relevant is such a simple model to stabilization policy in the mod-
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era U.S. economy? In thefirstplace, it takes the real money supply, M/p,
as predetermined by monetary policy. Unless the monetary authorities
offset every movement in prices, exogeneity of M/p is realistic only if
prices are taken as predetermined—that is, if the price level does not react
to developments in the economy within the period.^ This paper is concerned with the effect of stabilization policy only for the first year after
policy actions are t^en. A good deal of recent research on price determination seems to support unresponsive prices as a reasonable approximation, though there are some important dissenters.
The responsiveness of prices to stabilization policy over a longer horizon influences the resulte even when the analysis concerns only the initial
year after a policy action. Investment depends on tiie real interest rate
while money demand depends on the nominal interest rate, and the difference between them is the expected rate of inflation from one year to the
next. The assumption of unresponsive expectations about the rate of inflation could be jmtified eitiher as an extension of therigid-pricehypothesis
to the seccmd year or as a failure of rational expectations.
Experiments with a more elaborate model that permits a good deal of
priceflexibilityin thefirstyear and even more in the second suggested that
the rigid-price case enhances the stimulus of monetary policy hy a considerable margin and slightly diminishes the effect of expenditure policy.^
Since thefirmestbelievers in the efl&cacy of expenditure policies generally
also consider prices rigid or deny rational expectations, it seems best to
proceed on the hy|K>th^is of unresponsive prices.
The simple model also omits any influence of interest rates on consumption, either directly or through the effects of wealth on consumption.
Though the evidence seems to support the life-cycle permanent-income
hypothesis, in which consumption depends entirely on a comprehensive
measure of wealth,^ there is little evidence about the influence of interest
rates on that measure of wealth. The short-run correlation of interest rates,
the stock market, and consumption may not identify the structural relation
1- Of course, prices this year react to events in earlier years, so prices vary over
time. Predeternuned does not mean fixed over time.
2. The model with rational expectations appears in Robert E. Hall, "The Macroeconomic Impact of Changes in Income Taxes in the Short and Medium Runs,"
Journal of Political Economy, ^eciat iasxte, forthcoming.
3. See Robert E. Hal!, "The life Cycle-Permaoent bicome Hypothesis and the
Role of Constunption in Aggregate Economic Activity" (Massachusetts Institute of
Tedmology, January 1977; procrased).
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among them because they all react strongly to other economic events and
influences.* In any case, zero interest-elasticity of consumption is an appropriate assumption for this paper because any such response would only
make the IS curve flatter and expenditure policy even less effective.
The model also assumes a closed economy, or more precisely, that
imports and exports do not respond within a year to changes in GNP and
interest rates. Adding import and export equations sensitive to GNP
would change the Keynesian multiplier only slightly, and thus would only
slightly alter the estimates of the policy effects, jUi and /lj. The omission
of interest rates from the net demand for foreign goods is more serious—
even the direction of this effect, let alone its magnitude, is unsettled today.
PARAMETER ESTIMATES

Most of the paper will concem the numerical values of tbe parameters
of the investment equation. Their implications wiU be studied against a
particular set of values of the parameters of the other equations of the
simple IS-LM model. The appendix discusses the sources for these estimated parameter values. Briefly, the marginal propensity to consinne
(MPC) out of GNP, dl, is taken as 0.36, which includes the accelerator
effects on consumer durables as well as the conventional MPC for nondurables and services. There are good reasons to think that 0.36 overstates
the true structural response of consumption to the transitory changes in
income brought about by various stabilization policies.^ As the formulas
for fL^ and ^2 show, the upward bias in 0-^ will result in an upward bias in the
response of GNP both to expenditures and to money, but in the light of the
values of the other parameters, the bias tums out to be quite small.
The critical parameters of the model apart from those of the investment
equation are the effect of income on money demand, ^j, and the effect of
the interest rate on money demand, ^2- From the somewhat mixed evidence discussed in the appendix, I settled on the following compromise
estimates of the two parameters:
^-i = increase in real money demand associated with an increase of $1
billion in real GNP
= $0,135 biUion;
4. See the discussion of I^ederic Mishkin's paper, "What Depressed the Consumer? The Household Balance Sheet and the 1973-75 Recession," in this issue.
5. See Hall, '*Life Cycle-Permanent Income Hypothesis."
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(fra = decrease in real money demand associated with an increase of
100 basis points in the short-term interest rate
- $2.0 billion.
Finally, a preview of the conclusions of the rest of the pat»r is needed
to fill in the renmining parameters of the IS ciurve. Begin with the capitaldemand fnnction implied by the Cobb-Douglas production function, as
derived by Dale W. Jorgenson:«

where K* is the demand for capital or desired capital stock, Y is real GNP,
V is the real service price of capital, and a is the elasticity of the production function with respect to capital. At 1977 levels, real GNP is about
$1,325 billion and the real service price is $0.23 per $1 of capital per
year (assuming depreciation of 10 percent a year). The income share
of capital is the usual estimate o f « and is 0.31. Then, under the extreme
assumption of full adjustment of actual capital to desired capital within
a year after a policy is implemented, the parameters of the investment
function are
rtfC

71 = accelerator effect, -^^
al
= $1.36 billion of investment per $1 billion of GNP;
72 = mterest-rate effect, -— —ov ar
— S83.8 billion per 100 basis points.
In the second calculation, I have assumed that the real service price of
capital changes point for point with the interest rate (dv/dr ~ 1), which
is a close approximation.
TaWe 1 presents the derived values of the policy effects under these
parameter values. The first row maintains the strong (and surely incorrect) assumption of full adjustment of capital in the first year. In this
economy the crude quantity theory holds quite closely. An increase in
government expenditures of $1 billion raises GNP by only $0.2 billion;
6. The initial statement of Jorgenson's theory was made in "Capital Theory and
Investment Behavior," American Economic Review, vol. 53 (May 1963), pp. 24759. For a complete b % l i o g r ^ y of his later work with many collabOTators, see his
"Econometric Studies of Investment Behavior: A Survey," Journal of Economic
Literature, vol. 9 (December 1973), pp. l l U - 4 7 .
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Table 1. Effects on Real GNP of Monetary and Expendituie Policies
under Alternative Assumptions of First-Year Response of Iuvestment
Billions of dollars

Assumption about the investment
response in the first year
Full response to both output and
interest rate
One-fourth of both responses
One-half of output response and
one-eighth of interest-rate response
One-eighth of both responses

Effect of increase
of SI billion in
real government
expenditures

Effect of increase
of SI billion in
real money supply

w

M»

0.2
0.6

8.5
6.1

1.4
0.8

7.8
4.4

Sources: Derived from IS-LM model uung parameter values developed in tbe appendix and further
explained in tbe text,

the Keynesian multiplier effect is almost entirely offset by higher interest
rates and consequently lower investment. Monetary policy is correspondingly potent: a $1 billion increase in the money supply depresses interest
rates and stimulates investment sufficiently that GNP rises by $8.5 billion.
The evidence on lags in the investment process shows that neither the
strong accelerator effect nor the strong interest-rate effect of the first row
describes the modem American economy. Rather, only a fraction of both
responses can take place within a year. Jorgenson's investment function
recognizes this lag, and the second row embodies his conclusion that both
responses are limited in thefirstyear to about one-quarter of the full longrun amount predicted by the capital-demand function. The interesting
feature of this case is the continuing low value of the effect of an expenditure policy: $1 billion in expenditures raises GNP by only $0.6 billion.
The inhibiting negative feedback from higher interest rates to lower investment is still substantial even when considerable sluggishness of investment is recognized. Monetary policy remains strong: its impact on real
GNP is nearly three-fourths as large as that in the first row, even though
the direct stimulative effects of lower interest rates are now only onequarter as large. The paradox emerges because the sluggishness of investment results in less "crowding out" as well as in less stimulation. At the
end of the paper, I will argue that the empirical evidence is fully compatible with the economy of the second row. Note the strong disagreement
with the conventional view that $1 billion of expenditure raises GNP by
about $1.5 billion in thefirstyear.
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Tlie third row of table 1 considers the implicatiom of the putty-clay
model, in which the output response takes place much more quickly than
the inter^t-rate response. The implied effect ol an expenditure policy is
quite conventional: $1.4 billion in ONP per $1 billion of expenditure.
This fdlows from the high value of the accelerator effect and the low
value of the mhibiting interest-rate effect. But monetary policy is also
extremely potent with the putty-clay investment function: the eSect of a
monetary expansion of $1 bUUon is to raise GNP by $7.8 billion, only
slightly less than the $8.5 billion implied by the full-adjustment case in
the first row. This implication may cause some believers in the putty-clay
hypothesis to reconsider. It turns out that the IS curve for row 3 is positively doped. Recall that the slope of the IS curve is (1 - 5^ - yi)/y2;
the MPC, di, is 0.36 and the accelerator coefficient, y^, is 0.68 (one-half
of the extreme 1.36 noted above). T h ^ the marginal propensity to spend,
^1 + yi» is 1-04, so the pure Keynesian expenditure process is unstable
and the expenditure m^ultipUer is effectively infinite. The interest-rate
feedback makes the IS-LM model stable but the shape of the IS curve
implies high semitivity of GNP to monetary policy. Most economists, including this writer, will probably reject the possibility that the marginal
propensity to spend exceeds one, but this implies rejection of the quick
response of investoient to output associated with rows 1 and 3.
The last row of table 1 shows the implications of an even more sluggish investment function, in which only one-eighth of the long-run response occurs in &e first year. As I interpret the empirical findings from
James Tobin's "g theory" of investment below, this function is consistent
with them. Longer lags make expenditure poticy stronger and monetary
policy weaker, but it is stiU striking that the effect of a $ 1 billion expenditure on GNP, $0.8 billion, is little more than half its conventional value
of $1.5 billion, and monetary policy remains an extremely potent tool for
stabilization even when investment is this unresponsive to interest rates.
The rest of the paper investigates the evidtence that might enable cme to
choose one of the four cases of teble 1 as the closest description of the
U.S. economy. It begins with a restatement of investmenttfieoryin a form
amenaWe to discussing the various competing hypotheses, especiallyputtyclay. After briefly surveying the evidwice on long-run factor substitution, it
turns to the first major empirical issue, the nature of the distributed lag
in the investment function. This part includes an inv^tigation of the
q theory as an dternative way to look at lags in investment. A discussion
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of the putty-clay hypothesis follows. The commonsense case for and
against putty-clay is discussed, and the limitations on empirical testing of
the hypothesis mentioned. A detailed review of Charles Bischoff's investment function is presented. The general conclusion is that the evidence
favors the second case of table 1, but it is not overwhelming and the determined believer may understandably remain unswayed. But only exceptionally strong accelerator effects seem to justify conventional views about the
strength of expenditure policy as a stabilization tool.

A Restatement of Investment Theory

The usual textbook exposition of the theory of investment has investors
looking deeply into the future and equating the present value of the future
marginal product of capital to its acquisition cost today. By contrast, in
the neoclassical investment function pioneered by Jorgenson, which forms
the basis of most recent empirical work, investors need look ahead only
one period and equate the current marginal product of capital to its service
cost. The relation between the two versions of the theory is a matter of
some confusion. In particular, Jorgenson's celebrated formula for the service cost of capital as a function of the acquisition cost, the depreciation
rate, and the interest rate is often thought to require a long-term interest
rate because capital is a long-lived asset. I will argue that this reflects a
misunderstanding of the role of the interest rate in the formula. Further,
Jorgenson's formula is frequently attacked as a very special case that depends on the existence of markets for second-hand capital goods, which
again seems to be a misunderstanding. Finally, the literature on investment theory reflects a great deal of confusion with respect to assumptions
about the competitiveness of output markets. In his original development
of the neoclassical theory, Jorgenson set up the problem as one of maximizing the present value of the firm subject to a fixed output price. This
assinnption has been attacked for its unrealism,' but in fact the theory can
be restated without it. The central assumption is only that firms produce
at minimum cost.
7. For example, Dennis Anderson, "Models for Determining Least-Cost Investments in Electricity Supply," Bell Journal of Economics and Management Science,
vol. 3 (Spring 1972), pp. 267-99.
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The restatement makes use of the following notation:
r, = nominal interest rate
R,,t = present value in period t of one dollar received in
. , „
1
1
1
penod s: i?,,, = r-,—
• rn—
!-{-/•(
l-\-rt
t+i

=
=
=
=

price of one unit of capital equipment
number of units of new capital installed in period s
total output to be produced in period s
variable costs of producing in period s, gjven capital
installed in this and earlier years
= marginal value in period i of investment in periwif:

Total cost is just the present discounted value c^ future c o ^ , including
the acquisition cost of capital.

The first-order conditions for a minimum with respect to inv^tment in
periods is

exactly the textbook equality of the pr^ent value of the future earnings
of today's investment, M^«, and the current acquisition cost of capital, pf
Before making use of this version of the cost-minimizing condUion, the
firm must form expectations about the contribution of today's investment
to reducing cost in the future. In most cases, there is a strong interaction
between the productivity of this year's investment in future years vfith the
productivity of investment made in other years. This implies that the
equality of the present value of the productivity to tiie acquisition cost is
not by itself enough to determine this period's cost-minimizing level of
investment; the implications df future investment m i ^ be k ^ t in mind
in evaluating today's investment. In general, complete investment plans
for the future must be formulated at the same time that current plans are
made.
If the interaction among vintages of capital is sufficiently strong, however, there is an important exertion to this rule which gives rise to Jorgenson's rental fonnula and the investment prin<^>al of equating today's
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marginal product of capital to today's rental price. Consider the first-order
condition for next period*s capital.

The problem is to relate Af,_( to Mg t^^. Jorgenson makes the assumption
that they have a fixed relation attributable to depreciation but otherwise
unresponsive to factor intensities or other economic consideration:
Here 8 is the proportional loss in efficiency per period on account of depreciation. This assumption makes it possible to restate the first-order
condition for next period's capital as
(2)

2D R;tM,,t =

Now consider the benefits and costs associated with investing one unit of
capital today instead of 1/(1 + 8) imits next period. The benefits are
measured by the difference between the benefits of the investment in period
/, the left-band side of equation 1, and the benefits of the investment in
period r -H 1, the left-hand side of equation 2. Very conveniently, the
difference is just the current marginal benefit of capital, M^j, The costs
are measured by the difference between the right-hand side of equations 1
and 2:
Pt~

This is the service or rental cost of capital as derived by Jorgenson.* Then
theflrst-orderconditions for current investment can be stated as

which involves no deep look into the future.
The derivation of this form of the investment criterion makes it clear
that the service price of capital depends on the short-run interest rate. The
8. Jorgenson derived his formula in continuous time as p(r+ S) —dp/dt and
then used the discrete version, ptirt + 5) — (Pt+i ~ Pt)> which is a close approximation to the formula given here.
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interest rate enters the formula through the comparison of the stream of
future returns from an investment made today with the stream from an
investment postponed one period. The separate evaluation of each stream
involves the long-nm interest rate, but the comparison does not. In Jorgenson's framework, businesses are deciding when to schedule an investment, and this decision depends on the short-nm interest rate.
His derivation of Jorgenson's formula also makes it clear that the
dependence on the short-run interest rate and the short-run change in the
price of capital goods does not rest on any assumption that investment can
be or is xmdertaken for the short run alone. Firms need not be viewed as
buying capital in one period and selling it on a second-hand market in the
next period. The theory does not require the existence of a second-hand
market, nor does the lack of such a market call into question the conclusion that the short-run interest rate and the rate of iiiflation in prices of
capital goods belong in the formula for the service price. As long as the
firm faces an open choice about the scheduling of investment, the formula
holds.«
The major limiting feature of Jorgenson's thecffy is its implicit assumption that the relation between the productivity of different vintages of
capital is technolt^lcally predetermined. In particular, this assumption
rules out the "putty-clay" hypothesis, in which difEerent vintages of capital
are physically distinct and embody alternative factor intensities determined at the time of installation. Although the general rule remains valid
that investment should be pushed to the point of equality of the present
value of the future marginal value of the capital to its acquisition cost, as
a matter of theory this rule cannot be transformed into a simple relation
between the current marginal value and a predetermined rental cost of
capital.^"
An empirical investment function not based on Jorgenson's crucial
simplifying assumption appears hopelessly complex, so it is useful to in9. Thus, the formula does require that the firm plans to make some investment
in both periods. Positive gross investmrait is an important assumptiffli of the theory.
It invariably holds in the aggregate, but this may conceal a fraction of firms who
are at the comer solution of zero gross investment. These firms will not respond to
small changes in the short-run interest rate.
10. There is always a rental price for which this simile relation is true, but in *he
general putty-clay case it will not be a predetermined fimcticm of prices and interest
rates. It can be derived only by solving the complete simultimeous prc^ton of determining optimal present and future investment.
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quire how well his formula might approximate a technology in which the
assumption does not hold literally. Recall that the problem is to achieve
Rt.tMt.t

-f- i?H-l,(^H-l.t + • • • = Ph

but that M(+i J and the other future marginal values of capital depend on
future investment. Again, it is known at time t that investment decisions
in f -f- 1 will plan to achieve

Two considerations make M^^^^t^^ differ from Mj^.^, in terms of expectations formed at time t: depreciation and obsolescence. As long as these
are expected to occur at constant proportional rates in the future, following Jorgenson, a parameter, S, easily takes them into account. Otherwise,
it is hard to think of realistic considerations that would lead to important
discrepancies between the marginal values of present and future vintages
of capital in the same future year. If it were known, for example, that the
relative price of labor was going to double suddenlyfiveyears from today,
the marginal value of today's investment in five years would be lower
than a general depreciation formula would predict, and the more elaborate simultaneous model would be required. But events like this are
almost never predictable; expectations for the future are generally smooth
even though the actuality turns out to have sudden changes. As a practical
matter, then, a model that assumes a simple predetermined relation between the future marginal values of different vintages seems a good guide
for investment. In other words, Jorgenson's rental formula is a reasonable
starting point for an investment theory even if his strong assimiption of
high substitutability of vintages ex post is incorrect.

Long-Run Snbstitutability of Capital

An early point of attack on Jorgenson's inv^tment function focused
on his assumption that the underlying demand for capital is unit-elastic
with respect to the service price of capital. When there is only a single
factor other than capital—namely, labor—this amounts to assuming that
the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor is unity, or that the
production function is Cobb-Douglas. Robert Eisner was a leading critic
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of aiis aspect of jOTgOTBon's wOTk." Jorgenson repUed tiiat a large body
of research on producticm function si^x>rted tbe assu]Q|Hi<m of unit
elasticity. ^=' The controversy ebbed when C3iarles Bschoff presented emdence that the elastkity of si^titution at the time ct^tal eqmpment is
designed and installed is indeed around erne, but that capital and labor
are less substitutable after installation.^^ Jorgenson has not defended his
assumption of unit elasticity of substitution ex post against BischofTs alternative view, thou^ tl^re is very substantial difference between the two
views in the short run." Bischoff's evidence is scrutinized later in this
paper.
TbA Eisner-Jorgemon controversy left the impression annrng many
readers that an mire^lved discrep^cy r^nai&ed between time-series and
cross-section evidence on the elasticity of substitution. Adherents of the
putty-clay hypoth^is had a ready explaoatkm for tliisfinding,^ c e crosssections ought to reveal t!^ loiig-run production function ex ante and time
series the short-run function ex post However, a recent c^efal study of
the time-s^es evidence by Ernst Bemdt^" casts doubt on the existence
of any discrepancy at all. By improvise the rMasurranait of all the relevant
variables, especmHy the service price of c ^ t a l , Bemdt obtains estimates
of the elasticity of sulKStitution that are aromid one. Errors in variables,
not putty-clay, may be the ex|rfanation of earlierfindingsof low substitution in time-series data.
Later in this paper repeated emphasis is placed on the importtmce of
11. 'Tax Pdicy and Investmrat Behavior: Comment,'* American Economic
Review, vol. 59 (June 1969), pp. 379-88; and two papers witii M. I. Nadiri, "Investment Behanor and Neo-dassical ThBoxy," Review of Economics and Statistics, vol.
50 (August 1968), pp. 369-82, and "Neoclassical Tbstxy of Investm^t Behavior:
A Comment," Review of Economics and Statistics, voL 52 (May 1970), pp. 216-22.
12. For example, in Dale W. Jorgensott, "J^vestment Behavior and the Pnxhiction Function," Bell Journal of Economics and Management Science, vol. 3 (Spring
1972), pp. 220-51.
13. Charles W. Bischoff, "Hyi»thesis Testuig and the Demand for Capital
Goods," Review of Economics and Statistics, vol. 51 (Augtut 1969), pp. 354-68;
and Bisdu^, 'The Meet of Altemative Lag Mstributa>ns," in Gary Fromm, ed..
Tax Incentives and Capited Spending (Broofe:iae5 Institution, 1971), pp. 61-130.
14. The only mention of tiw si^ject in Jorgenscm's sun^y artide in tiie Journal
of EconomU: Literature is: "An importEWt secondary proU^n is the tin» structure
of financial determinants of investinent; Bisdbc^ has stiggeated that real output and
the cost of capital dunild have separ^e lag structures in the determizaticm of investment expmditures" ("EccHKHiietric Studies of lovestsw^ Bdiavior," p. 1142).
15. Enut Bo^i^t. "Recon^ing A i t c n u ^ e Esti^uUes of the E l a ^ d t y of Substitution," Review of Economics and Statistics, vol. 58 (FelHTiwy 1976), in>. 59-6&.
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econometric simultaneity in obscuring the true relation between capital
and investment on the one hand and their determinants on the other. The
joint determination of current investment and the current service price of
capital is an obstacle to measurement of the elasticity of substitution from
time series. The supply function of capital slopes upward: both interest
rates and the acquisition price of capital rise if demand rises. As in every
econometric study of demand, regression estimates of the elasticity of
demand for capital with respect to the service price of capital are biased
toward zero because of the competing influence of the supply function.
Bemdt attempts to eliminate this bias through the use of two-stage least
squares, but as usual there is a serious question about the true exogeneity
of the instrumental variables. The direction of the bias is unambiguous, so
Bemdt's evidence strengthens the case for a reasonably high elasticity of
substitution between capital and labor.
Today, few believers in the short-run inelasticity of investment with
respect to interest rates and other determinants of the service price of
capital place much weight on the lack of substitutabiUty of capital and
labor in the long run. Rather, the case against the flat IS curve rests on the
three short-run considerations listed at the beginning of the paper: lags
in the investment process, lhnited factor substitutability ex post, and the
slow response of long-term interest rates to changes in short-term rates.
The purpose of this brief consideration of the evidence on long-run substitutability is simply to guard against the revival of the argument about
limited long-run substitutability in view of the criticisms of the three points
offered here.

Distributed Lags in the Investment Function

Virtually all econometric studies of investment make use of a distributed
lag between changes in the determinants of investment and the actual investment itself. Throughout his work, Jorgenson has attributed this lag to
the time required to plan, build, and install new capital once the need for
it is apparent. Other investigators have attributed the lag to the process
by which expectations of future needs for capital are formed. Until recently, the distinction between the two sources of lags seemed unimportant,
but new work on the structural interpretation of distributed-lag mechanisms for expectations has suggested that the source of the lag matters
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a great deal.^« If policymakers introduce an investment credit today, for
example, there is no reason for thoughtful investor to adjust their expectations about the future cost of capital according to a distributed lag, even
though the distritaited lag is a reasonable summary of the predictive value
of previous changes in the cost of capital with respect to the future cost.
In contrast, there is no reason to think that the physical process of investment will take pl^e at a different speed if the investment is a response to
a tax credit rather than any other change in the demand for capital. In
other words, a distributed-lag expectation mechanism is not a structural
feature of the investment equation, whereas the physical delivery lag is
precisely a structural feature. Policy analysis is now seen to require a
separation of lags related to expectations from those of the physical investment process.
Su|^se, following Jorgenson, that the process of designing, ordering,
and installing capital can be described by afixeddistribution of lags. Let
^i be the fraction of capital that can be installed in i quarters. Today's
capital stock is thus a wei^ted average of targets set in past quarters on
the basis of information available then:

where Kt is actual capital and K* ^_^ is the target for quarter t set in quarter
t — i. Note that this hypothesis assumes that capital with short delivery
lags cannot substitute for capital with longer delivery lags, else K^ could
be equated to K*^m each quarter. Next, suppose that there is an observed
variable, Xt, with the property that the target capital stock set liiis quarter
for some quarter in the future is equal to the expected value of X in the
future quarter:
Kt,t-i = E (Xt).
t-i

In Jorgenson's work, X is the nominal value of output deflated by the
nominal service cost of capital, but the principle discussed here can apply
to a variety of alternative formulations of the demand for capital.
16. Robert E. Lucas, Jr., "Eccmometric Policy Evaluation: A Critique," in Karl
Brunner and Allan H. Meltzer, eds.. The Fhilllps Curve and Labor Markets (Amsterdam: Nortb-Holland, 1976; distributed in the United States and Canada by American
Elsevier), pp. 19-46. Lucas deals eicplicitly with the problems of naive expectations
in the investment fimction in section 5.2.
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Here, Xf is a deterministic trend, Ut-r is a serially uncorrelated random
variable, and the ^T are lag weights that describe whatever persistence
there is in the movement of Xf around its trend over time. The random
innovations, «, cannot be forecast from their own past values, by hypothesis. Under the further assumption that no other variables known to
investors in quarter t — i have any bearing on the future value of Ut, the
best forecast of «( made in quarter t — iis zero. Thus the expectation of
Z( formed in f — zis

Combining the physical and expectational lags gives
Kt = 2 ^i
t-0

i—0

0-0

where Be is the fraction of all investment that requires 9 or fewer quarters
to complete:

The final relationship between today's capital and earlier values of the
innovation, u, has the following interpretation: The new information that
became available in quarter t — $, measured by M(_e, is expected to affect
the demand for capital in quarter t by ^eU^-g. However, only those components of capital that can respond within 9 quartere, a fraction Be, are
actually affected by the information, so the total contribution is Bgtf/e ut-e.
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The dedvatitm of the d^tributed lag between Kt and Xf is much si
fied through the use of the lag operator notation. Let
0-0

9-0

Then the process assumed for Xt can be expressed as
and the derived process for capital in the presence of delivery lags is
The in^Ued relation between Xt and K^ is obtained by eliminating Uf by
substituting thefirstequation into the second:

Thus the large body of econometric work that has involved fitting a distributed lag between Kf and a variable (or composite of variables), Xt,
yields a certain combination of the physical-lag coefficients and the coefficients of the process for forming expectations. In general, the lag distribution cannot be interpreted as refiecting the physical lags alone. In
this respect, Jorgenson's discussion of lags in the investment process is
incomplete.
Some idea of the biases involved can be gained through explicit solution of the representative case in which the ^stribution of delivery times is
second-order Pawal, ^i = (1 — ^) ^ifi^, and Xt follows a first-order autoregreMive process with serial correlation, ^: ^a = ^*. Then the distributed
lag is

which is second-order Pascal with a decline rate equal to the im)duct, p^,
of the decline rate of the physical distributed lag, j8, and the serial correlation parameter, ^. The average lag is 2ySi/'/(l — j8^), whkh understates
the average phj^ical lags, 2jff/(l — jff), providwl ^ is less than one. The
casual impression that the combination of a physical lag and an expectational lag would be longer than just the physical lag is mutaken. The
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reason is revealed clearly in the case where Xt is not serially correlated
at all (^ = 0). Then earlierfluctuationsin Xt-9 are irrelevant for predicting capital needs in quarter t, and there is no distributed lag at all. On the
other hand, there is one important case in which the observed distributed
lag is exactly the same as the distribution of delivery times—namely, when
the serial-correlation parameter, ip, is one. Then Xt evolves as a random
walk. The best predictor of Xf — Xt at time t~iis just Xt,i — Xt.i> so
static expectations are optimal. BischoS has pointed out that static expectations underlie his interpretation of the distributed lags in his investment equation, but apparently considers static expectations a naive rule
of thumb and does not investigate whether optimal expectations would be
very different from static expectations.^''
Many of Jorgenson's empirical distributed lags are close to secondorder Pascal with a mean lag of about two years. His implicit estimate of
j8^, then, is 0.5. The implied estimate of j8 is 0.5/^, which is different to
the extent that ij/ differs from one. Following are two regression estimates
of ^ obtained from Bemdt's annual data on Jorgenson's composite capitaldemand variable for the years 1950through 1968:
Kf = - 1 . 2 H- 1.060 ^ t i ;
(3.4) (0.039)
^ * = 5.4 -I- 0.928 ^,li + 0.48 /.
(8.7) (0.165)
(0.58)
= 1 in 1950.

The numbers in parentheses are standard errors. In the first regression,
only the lagged value of the variable can explain its trend, so the estimated
serial-correlation parameter, V-, exceeds one. The second regression lets
the deterministic trend, Xt, be a linear function of time, which of course
reduces the serial correlation to a value less than one. The first regression
is relevant for appraising the bias in a capital-demand regression with no
time trend, or, equivalently, in a net-investment equation with no constant. The second applies when there is a time trend or when the net-investment equation includes a constant. If ^ is actually 1.060, as suggested by
the first regression, then the value of 0 is 0.47 and the true mean of the
physical-lag distribution is 1.79 years, not 2 years. The error is about 11
percent and is easily within the range of sampling variation. On the other
17. "Effect of Alternative Lag Distributions."
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hand, if the value of ^ from the second regression is correct, then the value
of j8 is 0.54 and the true mean of the distribution is 2.34 years. Many of
Jorgenson's (and others') equations inclu^d constants, so the second estimate is probably s(»newhat more relevant than thefirst.These calculations
do suggest that the bias in the lag distributions oa account of the role of
the la^ed variables in the formation of expectations is not one of the most
important empirical issues in investment analysis. Further refinement of
these calculations is probably not justified in view of the potentially serious
problems caused by simultaneity of the right-hand variables in investment
regressions, a topic to which I now tum.
IMPLICATIONS OF THE ENDOGENEITY OF OUTPUT

There is one important further obstacle to measurement of the distributed lag in the investment equation: the econometric problems posed
by the endogeneity of the major right-hand variables in an investment
equation.^^ Endog^eity arises from two sources. First, the random disturbance in the investment function feeds back through the expenditure
process to influence output and the interest rate. An upward shift in the
investment function raises GNP and the interest rate in much the same
way as an increase in govemment expenditures does. A regression of investment on output and the interest rate (or a service price c& capital that
depends on the interest rate) will tend to overstate the positive effect of
output and understate the negative effect of the interest rate.
The second, more serious, source of endogeneity arises from the correlation of the disturbance in the investment function with the disturbances
in the other major structural equations of the economy. Unmeasured influences associated with the Eurival of favorable or unfavorable information shift the investment function and also shift the other determinants of
GNP and of the interest rate. Again, the likely pattern is positive correla18. Some authors have argued beyond the econometrfc difficulty to say that an
equation with, for examine, output on the right-hand side is somehow logically defective because output is determined jointly with investment; see, for example, John P.
Gould, "The Use of Bx^ogenous Variables in Dynamic Models of investment,"
Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 83 (November 1969), pp. 580-99. This line of
argument appears to involve a misunderstanding of the notion of a structural equation. For a more comjdete discussion, see Robert E. Hall and Dale W. Jorgenson,
'Tax Policy and Investment Behavior: Reply and Further Results," American Economic Review, vol. 59 (June 1969), pp. 388-401.
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tion of output, the interest rate, and the disturbance in the investment
equation. Here, too, a regression will overstate the effect of output on
investment and understate the effect of the interest rate.
In principle, econometric techniques are available for recovering the
true structural investment lag in the presence of the correlation of the
right-hand variables and the disturbance in the investment equation. These
techniques rely on instrumental variables that are independent of the disturbance. However, the logic of the investment equation—that today's
investment is the realization of plans made one, two, or three years ago—
rules out the most fruitful source of iiKtruments—namely, lagged endogenous variables such as GNP in earlier quarters. Apart from demographic
trends and variations in the weather, the only admissible instrumental
variables for the investment equation are truly exogenous measures of
macroeconomic policy. Whether such measures with any power as instruments exist is doubtful.
Though the prospects for estimating the investment equation through
two-stage least squares are not entirely favorable, the previous analysis
does suggest a useful test for endogeneity of the right-hand variables in
an investment equation. The investment equation relates investment to the
first differences of GNP while the correlation of GNP and the disturbance
may generate an apparent relation between investment and the level of
GNP. Then the observed distributed lag between investment and GNP is
useful in the following respect: If the sum of the lag coefficients is zero,
then the observed relation actually depends on thefirstdifferences of GNP
and may actually be the true investment equation. If the sum is unambiguously positive, then it is impossible that the estimated lag distribution
is the true distribution. In other words, a finding that the level of investment depends on the level of GNP invalidates any claim that the relation
is an investment equation alone.^*
The problems of endogeneity are further compoimded in cases in which
separate distributed lags are fitted to the influences of real output and of
the relative service cost of capital, notably in the work of Bischoff. The
bias from the endogeneity of the right-hand variables probably is most
severe in the contemporaneous part of the distributed lags. Tlien the lag
distribution for output will exaggerate the accelerator effect in the short
19. All of this applies as stated to net, not gross, investment. When the proposed
test is applied to data on gross investment later in tbe paper, the test is suitably
modified.
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run and that for the service price will understate its true effect in the short
run. There is a clear bias in the regression away from the simpler model
in which the responses to the two variables are equal in magnitude and
opposite in s i ^ . Again, a useful test for endo^i^ity is based on the general prediction of investment theory that the level of output has no influence on net investment. If level effects are revealed by the regression, there
is a presumption s^aimt its interpretation as a pure structural investment
equation.
EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE ON THE DISTRIBUTED LAG

Many authors have fitted disMbuted lags t^tween investment and its
detenmnants.^" E^Kept for a number of studies with obvious econometric
problems associated with the use of Koyck distributed lags without correction for serial correlation, there is remarkably close agreement about
the basic feature of the lag functions. Tl^y are smooth, bump-shaped
distributions witb an average lag of about two years. Witbin the geiuxal
class of flexible accelerator investment models, this concision seems to
bcdd over quite wide violations in tbe specificatioa of tbe demand function
for capital waA m ih& econometric method med to estimate the lag distribi^oas.^* Of course, all of tbis evidence is subject to tbe potentiiUly
serious bias from endoguieity discussed earlier. Tboug^ some studies have
used simultan^}m estimatkm tecinniques, none to my ktio^i^<%e bas cxm&
to grips wi& ike hmc obstacle that tbe logic of tbe cHstrilmted-lag investment function makes any lagged endo^genous variaHe ineligible as an
instrument unless it is la^ed more tban tbe most distant part o£ the investment lag (tistrilMition. Two features of investment funcdom of tbe type
fitted by Jorgeoson may reduce tbis bias, but tbere is no reason to think
tbey eliminate it: First, bis constraint tbat ou^ut and tbe reitfal imce of
20. Maj^ of these are summariKd by Jor^rascHi, "Econometric Studies of Investment Behavjor." I will not dbcuss ^ equally large body of evidence on the lag between a^iro^rutions or new w ^ r s a i ^ the determinants of investment. Though this
lag is teee from pure delivery lags, it includes many of the planning stages that I
include in a full descrii>tion of the investment iHtx»». Throughout the paper, "delivery l a ^ " is a ^ r t - l f i u ^ tiam fcM* all of the time-coiisumlng s t ^ in investment
21. Fca- exaoiple, the more refined version of my own vi/ork wi& lorgensou v^lch
used the modem Almoa lag technique and made a full correction for serial corralation certainly fib within this general summary; see Robert &. HaU uid Dale W.
JoxseaKfD, "Ai^ca^cm of tibe Theory of C^idmum CapHal Accumulation," in
Fromm, ed., Tax Incentives and Capital Spending, pp. 9-60.
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capital enter as a ratio offsets the positive bias associated with the correlation of GNP and the disturbance with the negative bias associated with
the correlation of the interest rate and the disturbance. Second, his constraint that the level of the demand for capital has no permanent effect on
net investment probably reduces the bias caused by the correlation of the
level of GNP with the disturbance. The review below of Bischoff's work in
which both of these constraints are dropped suggests that they have a
major influence.
In addition to the somewhat questionable econometric evidence about
lags in investment, there is an important body of survey evidence collected
by Thomas Mayer,^^ which has been cited extensively by Jorgenson. Mayer
finds that the average lag between the decision to undertake an investment
project and the completion of it is about twenty-one months. To this must
be added any lag that occurs between the arrival of information that investment is needed and the decision to carry out the investment. As Jorgenson argues, Mayer's evidence seems perfectly consistent with modem
econometricfindingsabout the lag distribution.
This evidence on lags in investment confirms the view that they are a
major limitation in the response of investment to changes in interest rates
and other determinants of the service price of capital, and thus an important influence in making the IS curve steeper than it would be if investment
responded quickly to its determinants. Any realistic model for the analysis
of stabilization policies must incorporate a serious consideration of these
lags.
TOBIN'S "Q

THEORY"

OF INVESTMENT

The major competitor to Jorgenson's theoretical framework for investment has been created by James Tobin.^^ Tobin observes that unexpected
changes in the demand for capital generate discrepancies between the current market value of existing installed capital and the cost of reproducing
22. "Plant and Equipment Lead Times," Journal of Business, vol. 33 (April
1960), pp. 127-32.
23. Tobin's thinking on the subject considerably predates Jorgenson's, of course.
Two recent fairly complete expositions are James Tobin, "A General Equilibrium
Approach to Monetary Theory," Journal of Money, Credit, and Banking, vol. 1
(February 1969), pp. 15-29, and Tobin "Asset Markets and the Cost of Capital"
(with William Brainard), Cowles Foundation Discussion Paper 427 (March 1976),
forthcoming in a Festschrift for WiUiam Fellner.
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that capital. The ratio between the two is his famous "9." It is essential to
understand the relation between the two theories in order to interpret the
empirical evidence obtained by the disciples of the two major figures,
especially becai^e Tobin and his followers generally seem to view the lags
in the investinent process as extremely lengthy. So far as I know, the literature does not contain a recoirciliation of the two thM)ries.
Tobin cites two reasons lor q to depart from unity. First, lags in delivering capital goods generate transitory departures. Second, costs of investment that rise more than proportionately to the rate of investment
bring about both transitory and permanent departures. I propose to ignore
the second consideration. Adjustment costs and delivery lags are probably
best viewed as alternative e:xplanations of the Jagged response of investment to its determinants. A model containing both would be complex and
redundant.
If delivery lags are the only obstacle to instant fulfillment of the basic
condition that the present value of the future m a r ^ a l contributions of
capital equal its cxirrent acquisition cost, then q departs from one only to
the extent that capital already in place is now expected to yield more or
less than it was expected to at the time of instalJation. That is, ^, — 1 is
the present value at time t of the extra rent attributable to recent unexpected events. This rent will be earned only over the period during which
capital cannot be adjusted. A simple model of this process is the following: As before, let K^ be the stock of capital with delivery lag /, and let
Xf be the stock that would be held today if there were no delivery lag.
Suppose that the excess rent in real terms is a simple multiple of the gap,
X(,Xt — Kit). TTien today's qt for capital of type / is, in the absence of
discounting.

Note that no excess rents are expected after t + i — I, since int + i and
beyond, the capital stock will be adjusted today to eliminate any expected
gap. Suppose that capital demand consisis of a deterministic trend, Xf,
plus a residual that is approximately a random walk. Then static expectations are apjaxtpriate for the residiml, and the expected future value of the
demand is the sum of the future trend and the current residual:
E(X,) == X. -I- (Xt - Xt).
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Now the current and future values of K^ were based on expectations of
Xt formed by the same process in past quarters:
Putting these into the formula for ^j ^ gives
9M

- 1 = ^K^t - XO - X

The first term is today's expectation of the total future excess rent if the
capital stock remains at its present level and the second adjusts for investment commitments made in the recent past that will be installed within
the next / quarter.
Taking the weighted average of the qif over the delivery-time distribution, j8i, gives the general formula for g^:

Here ju is the first moment or mean lag of the jS-distribution and Be is, as
before, the fraction of capital with delivery lags of 9 or less. Again, the
second term adjusts for the future investment already in the pipeline.
The next step is to combine this model of the determination of qt with
the earlier model of investment. First, define
thus
q,
Recall that
so there is, in fact, a relation between Kt and q^ as posited by Tobin:

The lag between q and K is not the distribution of delivery times, j8(L).
In fact, in one important case, the relationship tums out to be a purely
contemporaneous one between qt and the first difference of K,, which is
simply net investment. Suppose the distribution of delivery times is geometric:
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Then

or

This is exactly the equation proposed by Tobin; it is an implication of
Jot:genson*s model under static expectations and a geometric distribution
of delivery times.
A careful empirical investigation of the q theory has recently been
carried out by John Ciccolo." Working with a variety of concejrts, he finds
a stati^icaUy unamb^vous relation between investment and empirical
measures of q. In all of his regressions, the dependent variable is gross
investment divided by the capital stock, and q enters with an imconstrained
distributed lag. The sinn of the lag coefficients varies from a low value of
0.033, when aggre^tefixedinvestment from the national inccmie accounts
is the dependent variable, to 0.1322, when new orders for equi{Hnent is
the dependent variable. In a pair of regressions in which fixed investoient
is broken into structures mid equipment, the sum is 0.052 for structures
and 0.124 for equipmeat. Tobin has summarized Ciccolo's findings by
stating 0.08 as a reasonable estimate of the sum ot the lag coe£^ents,
which seems entirely fair. With respect to the nature of the lag distribitfion,
Ciccolo invariably obtains fairly short distributions, witii means in the
range from two to four quarters. Although the hypothesis that the relation
is purely conte&^raneous is rejected, the simple model with a g»>metric
distribution of delivery times is a reasonably good approximation to the
underlying distributed lag, which turns out to be fairly long.
Interpretation of Ciccolo's results requires an a^umption about A. Recall that his regression has the form

where \ is the derivative of the real service price with respect to the cajntal
stock. As Tobin sx^geste, a first guess about the elasticity of the relation
is unity, as implied by a Cobb-Douglas production function. Since the real
24. John H. Ciccolo, Jr., "Four Essays on Monetary Policy" (Mi.D. disaertetkm,
Yale Univwsity, 1975); and Ciccolo, "Money, Equity Vfdues, and Incrane—^Tests
for l^oge^ity," WcH-king Paper (Boston College, Department of Ecomnnics, n.d.;
processed).
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service price is around 0.06 at quarterly rates, the implied value otKKis
the same 0.06 under unit elasticity. Now approximate Ciccolo's short distributed lag y(L) by the sum of its coefficients, say yo = 0.08. Then an
estimate of the parameter of the underlying geometric lag distribution is
available from
1 /I The result is j8 = 0.966. The mean of the geometric distribution is twentyeight quarters, or seven years; 13 percent or just over one-eighth of the
adjustment to a change in the desired capital stock takes place in the first
four quarters. Taking account of the short distributed lag found by Ciccolo
would reduce this fraction somewhat, but this would be offset by the opposite bias to be discussed shortly.
Ciccolo's results seem to confirm the q theorists' view that investment
is a sluggish process. This sluggishness applies both to the accelerator response to changes in output and to the response of investment to changes
in interest rates. Recall from table 1 that the effect of expenditure policy
is still remarkably weak even if only an eighth of the adjustment of capital
occurs in the first year. In that case, $1 billion in expenditure raises GNP
by only $0.8 billion. Monetary policy is correspondingly strong.
The major conclxision of this paper—that there is a real possibility that
expenditure policy is nowhere near as potent as most economists believe—
survives complete acceptance of the evidence of the g theory. However,
there is one important reason to expect a bias in Ciccolo's results toward
an overstatement of the length of the investment lag. In the q theory, sluggishness of investment is inferred from the low value of the coeflBicient (or
sum of coefficients) of ^ in the investment equation. To the extent that
the empirical measure of ^ in an investment regression contains important
measurement errors, a familiar prindple of econometric theory holds that
its coefficient will be biased downward as an estimate of the true relation
between q and the rate of investment. Ciccolo infers q from imperfect data
on corporate valuations; neither the value of stocks nor the value of debt
is measured directly for the sectors for which he has investment data. He
infers the valuation by discounting dividend and interest flows by pricedividend ratios and market yields for much narrower sectors. In the case
of debt especially, this procedtire is bound to introduce significant random
measurement errors. A more basic obstacle to unbiased estimation is the
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inability to me^ure q specifically for capital goods. The market valuation
of the corporate sector upon which Ciccolo relies is the value of everything owned by corporations, not just their physical capital. Intangible
capital, natural resources, goodwill, monopoly position, and firm-specific
himian capital all contribute to the market value of a firm. They cause
important fluctuations in the measured q that are irrelevant for investment
in physical capital. Again, these bias downward the coefficient of q in an
investment regression. On this accoimt, the length of the underlying investment lag inferred from Ciccolo's regression ought to be treated as an
u f ^ r bound. Of course, Jorgenson's aj^roach to measuring the investment lag is also biased by measurement error, thou^ the direction of the
bias is less clear. Within models of the Jorgenson-Tobin class, in which
output and interest rates affect investment with the same lag, it appears
that somewhere between 10 percent and 30 percent of the ultimate adjustment of capital takes place within the first year after a stat»lization
policy takes ^ect.

The Pntty-Clay Hypothec
The putty-clay hypothesis h ^ a central role in investment
Under strict putty-clay, the supply of output from existing capital K unresponsive to the service price of capital; a stimulus to investment operating through interest rates, for example, affects only the investment to
increase output and does not cause substitution toward less labor-intensive
use of the existing capital. Of course, there is a continuous range of alternatives between strict putty-clay and the putty-putty case in which ir^talled
capital is just as flexible as new capital. The issue is to decide where in
this range the b^t description of the substitution possibilities of a modern
economy lies.
25. Leif Johansen originally proposed the hypothesis in "Substitution versus Fixed
Production Coefficients in the Theory of Economic Growth: A Synthesis," Economelrica, vol. 27 (April 1959), pp. 157-76. Apparently, Edmund Phelps is responsible
for the misunderstanding of the physical properties of the two substances that gave
rise to the name of the hypothrais. What is called the putty-clay hypothesis ought to
be the clay hypothesis (malleable ex ante and hard ex post) and the putty-putty
alternative should be simply the putty technology. But it is too late to injSict this
rationalization of ibe terminology on the reader, and I will perpetuate Phelpa' blunder. A bibliography of other CMitributions appears in Christopher Bliss, "On PuttyClay," Review of Economic Studies, vol. 35 (Ai«ril 1968), M>. 105-32.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR INVESTMENT THEORY

One task of investment theory not undertaken by Jorgenson is to integrate the putty-clay hypothesis into the theory. I have argued earlier that
Jorgenson's rental formula and the attending principle that today's invesment should proceed to the point of equality of the marginal value of
capital to the rental price are good approximations even outside of the
strict assumptions of his model, but even so the complete investment equation embodying the putty-clay hypothesis is quite different. The inability
to vary the labor intensity of existing vintages of capital limits the response
of investment to changes in the relative price of capital, even though the
response is exactiy described by Jorgenson's principle.
Suppose that the technology for today's vintage of capital is described
by its full cost function, Q^iit^ where Q^ is the level of output to be produced with new capital and fit is the average and marginal cost at today's
wage and rental price of capital. On the other hand, the variable costs for
producing on existing vintages of capital are

Here g? is the level of output to be produced using existing capital, and
K^,..., Kt.i are quantities of capital of vintages 1 through t — 1. The
dependence of cost on the prices of variable factors, especially labor, is
incorporated simply through the time subscript of the cost function. Presumably, to the extent that the putty-clay hypothesis holds, this cost function shows sharply rising marginal cost at some level of output identified
as the capacity of the existing capital stock. The overall cost function (except for the irrelevantfixedcosts of the existing capital) is
Ct{Q,Ku.. ..^.-i) =

min
Q^ + Q? =

The minimum of total cost occurs at an allocation of output between old
and new capital that equates the marginal cost on each. Since marginal
cost on new vintages is the predetermined constant, /*(, tliis means that
output on the old capital is pushed to the point at which the marginal variable cost equals the total marginal cost of producing on new capital. Thus
J2° is determined by
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which can be solved explicitly for gf:
where Sf is the supply function for output on old vintages, in the sense
that J2f would be the supply of a competitivefirmthat had capital ^ i , . . . ,
^t_i but no new capital, selling in a market for output with price /if Of
course, nothing in this analysis deals with the output market and no assumption of competition is required for what follows.
AU output not produced on old capital is prodw:ed by investing in new
capacity:
Suppose that the optimal capital-output ratio for new capacity is /3(. Then
investment is J2^j8, and the final putty-clay investment function is
achieved:

The response of investment to change in the rental price of capital v has
two components:
dvt

O 8
^' dv,

dfii dvr''

Both terms are negative. Thefirstsays that an increase in the cost of capital
decreases the capital intensity of the new capacity; this e^ect is proportional to the amount of new capacity, as measured by Qf. The second
term says that high capital costs raise the marginal cost of producing on
new capital and therefore induce higher output on the existing capital.
The magnitude of the second term depends on the output elasticity of
marginal cost on old capital. Under the strict putty-clay hypothesis, under
which existing capital has absolutely fixed capacity, the second term disappears. The coiwlusion follows that thercsponseof investment to interest
rates and taxes is weak in the short run because the response applies only
to the small amoimt of output produced on new capital, as emphasized by
BischofE. On the otber hand, if more output can be squeezed out of old
capital by incurring higher costs, then the second term may be important
as well.
The prior case for limited substitutabiUty ex post is based on the plausible notion that designers of plant and equipment £ace a much broader
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set ol alternatives than the users of the capital after the designer has made
a specific choice and the equipment is installed. In the extreme, designers
decide how many work stations, how many electric motors, and so on, are
required to accomplish a certain purpose, and tiie installed facility cannot
operate without the specified labor and electrical input and cannot use
extra labor or electricity. The view that most capital has this characteristic
underlies the belief that the strict putty-clay hypothesis is a good approximation to reality, though none would argue that it is absolutely precise.
There is an equally strong prior case against the hypothesis. The idea
that most of the cooperation between labor and capital takes the form of
workers tending machines in a routine way specified by tiie designer of the
machine describes only a small and shrinking sector of a modem economy.
In 1973, only 13 percent of the U.S. labor force were dassified as operators ol machines (other tiian vehicles). The modem electronic computer
is a good example of the case in which few important decisions about the
relation between capital and labor are made irrevocably at the time of
design. Every user of a computer makes choices constantiy about the substitution of the computer's services for human effort. When an investment
credit or other influence makes computer services cheaper, computers
become cost effective in tasks that had been at the margin. For this substitution, existing computers are just as good as new ones. More generally,
the observation that the number of workers tending a machine is largely
predetermined by the designer does not establish the putty-clay hypothesis, since the important dimension of substitution may be between the
machine and its crew and labor that cooperates without working at a station on the machine. In the example of the computer, the kind of substitution ex post that refutes the putty-clay hypothesis is not between the
computer and its operators, but between the package of the computer and
operators, and all of the workers involved in handling data in an enterprise.
Beyond the general objection that the putty-clay hypothesis has an excessively narrow view of the opportunities for substitution ex post, there
is one rather specific objection that is fatal to the hypothesis even as an
approximation to reality. One of the most important dimensions of factor
substitution is variations in the annual hours of operation of capital. The
labor required for the marginal hour of operation must usually be paid a
weekend or shift differential, so often capital is used for fewer than the
8,760 hours in a year. "When capital becomes cheaper, its optimal annual
hours of operation drop, and what amounts to substitution of capital lor
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labor bas occurred. In pardcnlaf , tbe pact elasticity ci siq^ly on existing
vintages of capital, identified in tbe earlier theoretical discussion as the
crucial aspect <rf Hie putty-day bypotbesis from tbe point of view of investment tbeory, is potenti^y bigb if sbift differentials for labor are not
too large and if not too bigb a fraction of tbe ci^ital stock is at tbe comer
solution of fuU-time operation.
Robert Lucas bas developed a complete analytical treatment of tbe
production possibilities in an economy witb variable bours of capital utilization.'* He points out that variations in hours can give a theoretically
sound explanation of tbree puzzling facts about tbe U.S. economy: (1) the
imit elasticity of employment witb respect to output in tbe short run; (2)
tbe cyclical stability of real wages; and (3) tbe astonisbing level of output
acbieved at tbe peak of World War II, far above tbe limit suggested by
any simple production function. Tbe theory esqjlains tbe proportional relation between labor input and real output as reflecting variations in the
annual bours ot operation of tbe existing capital stock. Tbe theory does
not bave a definite prediction about the behavior of the average real wage
(averaged across workers paid regular wages for tbefirstsbift and a higher
wage at otber times), but constancy is perfectly compatible with it. Finally,
World War II was a period of peak utilization o! almost all types of capital.
Tbis level of utilization was economically efficient only under the extreme
conditions of tbe war, and would never be reproduced by tbe private economy in normal periods.
All in all, superficial arguments in favor of tbe putty-day bypotbesis
do not survive careful scrutiny. Higber prices may well bring fortb substantial additional output from the existing capital, and this refutes strict
putty-clay even as an approximation. The question becomes an empirical
one, with no strong prior in favor of putty-clay. So far as I know, the connection between the behavior of marginal cost in &e short run and the
putty-clay bypotbesis bas not been exploited in empirical work, though
it seems a prcmusing approach. Tbe only full-scale empirical investigation
of the byix>tbesis in wbicb it is testable rather than maintained is in Charles
Bkchoffs -work on investment, to which I now turn.
BISCHOFF'S INVESTMENT EQUATION

In a series of important papers, Charles Biscboff bas fitted an investment function in which different distributed lags apply to real output and
26. Robert E. Lucas, Jr., "Capacity, Overtime, and &npirical Production Fnnc," American Economic Review, vol. 60 (May 1970), pp. 23-27.
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to the service price ot capital.*' One of his principal motives was to test
the putty-clay hypothesis, which he interpreted as predicting a longer lag
between changes in the service price and the response of investment, compared with the lag for changes in output. His results show a strong asymmetry in the two responses and have been widely cited as confirming the
putty-clay hypothesis. Representative results from Bischoffs work appear
in table 2.'" To interpret his findings calls first for understanding the
implications of the use of gross investment as the dependent variable. Suppose for simplicity that the capital stock is related by a distributed lag to
a variable, .y,, that indexes the demand lor capital:

2-/
Now gross investment is the sum of net investment Kt - iC(_i and deterioration, BKf^i'.
so a function for gross investment is
7,-S/3i[Jr,_,-(l
The analog of Bischoff's procedure for this simple model would be to fit a
distributed lag to the levels of Xf:
/. = 2 3;X,-(.
The lag parameters /9J and ^i are related by
jS; == )3* - (1 - 5),3^i.

However, the level form is more general in one central respect: in the
difference form, the function is constrained so that net investment depends
only on thefirstdifferences and not on the long-run level of demand, while
in the level form this basic conclusion of investment theory can be vio27, "Hypothesis Testing and the Demand for Capital Goods"; "Effect of Alternative Lag Distributions"; and Charles W, Bischoff, "Business Investment in the 1970s:
AComparison of Models," BPEA, 1:1971, pp, 13-58,
28. I calculated these from the data in the appendix to his paper, "Effect of
Alternative Lag Distributions." They do not agree exactly with any of Bischoff's
published results, but the difference is unimportant. In tbe process of this work, I
verified Bischoff's claim tbat bis findings are extremely robust with respect to the
choice of lag specification. Even specifications that take a very different approach to
fitting separate lags for output aad tbe service price of capital showed the same strong
asymmetry reported by Bischofi.
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TaUe 2. BiscbtrfTs Inrestment Function in Level and Differ»ice Form
Equations

2.1
It =
-0.165
(0.026)
0.9918

i ; 7.'==0.177
(0.026)

standard error - 0.637

2.2 Difference form*

. - - - 0 . 4 6 5 E T'.• = 0.604
(0.138)
(0.140)
3.9215

standard Mv(w = 1.972

Lag coefficients
Level form, 2.1
Output effect.
{quarters)

0
I
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Service-price
effect.

Difference form, 2.2
Service-price
Output effect.

Pi -r 7i-£

0.012
0.008
0.004
0.001
-0.001
-0.002
-0.002
-0.002
-0.001
-0.001
-0.001
-0.003
0.000

-0.002
-O.OOI
0.001
0.001
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.003
0.002
0.001
-O.OOI
0.000

0.019
0.009
0.003
-0.001
-0.003
-0.003
-0.003
-0.001
0.002
O.OU
0.002
-0.016
0.000

effect..
0i + 7t-l
-0.010
0.008
0.002
0.002
0.004
0.004
0.006
0.006
0.005
0.004
0.006
-0.008
-0.022

Sources: The lag coefficients are representative results calculated from data in Charles W. Bischoff,
"The Effect of Altemative Lag Distributions." in Gary Promm, ed., Tax Incentives and Capital Spending
(Brookings Institution, 1971). pp. 128-30.
a. /( — gross investment; Vi •= inverse of real service price of capital; Qi •» reai outputi S = quarterly
depreciation rate, assunied to be D.04. Standard errors are in billions of i958 dollars.

lated. In terms of the lag parameters, pi of the level fonn, this restriction is
2 (1 - d)-'0'i = 0.
This linear restriction on the regression coefficients can be tested with
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standard techniques. If it is rejected in favor of a positive value of the
weighted sum, then net investment depends on the level of tbe demand for
capital even in the long run, and the equation cannot be called an investment function. Again, the obvious interpretation of thisfindingis tbat tbe
disturbance in the investment equation is correlated with tbe right-hand
variables.
As the equations in table 2 show, Bischoff actually fits separate distributed lags to composite variables that are the products of his relative
price of capital services, Vt, which contains the service price in tbe denominator, and real output, g c In this case, in order to qualify as an
investment function, both sets of distributed-lag coefl&cients should satisfy
the constraint; in other words, BischoS's investment equation ought to
look like equation 2.2. The results in table 2 show that Bischoff's equation
is devastated by the constraint tbat it be a genuine investment equation.
The unexplained residual variance rises by a factor of more than nine,
from less tban 1 percent to almost 8 percent.^" The problem with Bischoff's
equation can be seen in the first two columns at the bottom of table 2,
where the separate influence of output and the service price of capital are
computed for the unconstrained equation. Most of tbe positive efEect of
output is in the contemporaneous quarter or in the immediately preceding
quarter. Eventually the influence becomes negative, but the negative coefficients are nowhere near large enough to counteract tbe strong contemporaneous effect. As Bischoff emphasizes, the pattern of response to
the service price of capital is very different: it starts at zero, builds to a
peak, and then subsides. But only three of the coefficients are negative; tbe
equation has the erroneous implication that a permanently lower interest
rate makes net investment permanently higber. The explanation for this
finding is not transparent, but it is plainly incompatible witb the most
general principle of investment theory.
The third and fourth columns of table 2 show the results of constraining the coefficients to eliminate permanent effects on net investment. Tbe
contemporaneous relation between output and investment remains strong,
but the negative part of the distribution comes earlier and is stronger. The
29. Now it is clear wby BischofFa equation was so dominant m hia comparison
with other investment equations ("A Comparison of Models"). The equations based
on Jorgenson's work do embody the constraint and so run under an enormous handicap. Most of Bischoff's victory is attributable to this handicap and not to the separate
distributed lags he fits.
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eSect of the service price remains very different; Bischoffs central argument that output and the service price are related to investment in rather
different ways is strongly sustained in these results. But there is no reason to believe a priori, and no evidence in these results, that imposing the
theoretical constraint somehow completely overcomes the problem of
simultaneity. The negative weights at the very end of the distribution for
the service-price variable are particularly suspect: theory permits them to
be zero but not negative.
Another way to express the unsatisfactory nature of Bischoff's results
is to compute the value of the depreciation parameter, 8, for which the
equation really is an investment function. This can be done separately
for the output effects and the service-price effects. The rate of depreciation
that achieves S(j8; + y'l) (1 - S)-* = 0 for the first column of table 2 is
8.6 percent a quarter, or 30 percent per year, far above any reasonable
value. Equipment that depreciates this quickly is often not classified as
capital at all, in fact. The «>rrespon^g calculation for the service-price
effects yields the even more unreasonable value of 59 percent a quarter.
Taken at face value, Bischoff's results are by far the strongest challenge
to the principal thesis of this paper. According to a corrected version of
his equation, about half of the accelerator r^ponse of inv^tment to output
is estimated to occur within a year whHe interest effects take much longer.
Those results correspond roughly to row 3 of table 1, and thus imply that
expenditure policies can have a substantial effect on GNP. However, this
conclu^on rests on the proposition that the sum of the accelerator and the
marginal propensity to consume is almost exactly one, so that the pure
expenditure process is explosive or nearly so. This implication of the corrected putty-clay findings has not been widely appreciate and probably
makes them less plausible than they appear to be when the equation is
studied in isolation. Unfortunately, it appears that a strong correlation
between the disturbance in the investment equation and the level of GNP
is biaai^ the eqiutUon toward too sharp an initial re^ome to chaises in
output. Certainly the overwhelming statistical rejection of the accelerator
hypothesis points in this direction. Much more study of the investment
equation, with a great deal more attention to the critical issue of simultaneity, will be required to give convincing evuience that the accderator
effect is as strong as it appcan to be in regressions that fc^ow Biscboffs
approadi but are made consistent with investment theory. For now, it
appears more reascmable to put the first-year eSect at no more than 30
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percent of tbe long-run effect, rather tban tbe SO percent figure implied
by equation 2.2. Tbis brings tbe effect of expenditures on GNP into the
range of 0.5 to 0.8, rather than the 1.4 implied by tbat investment
equation.

Summary of Evidence on die Three "Qualifications**

Tbis paper bas presented evidence bearing on the validity of tbe tbree
qualifications of the investment process listed at the outset.
LAGS

The evidence does bave something to say about lags in the investment
process, and tbey are an important influence in inhibiting the response
of investment tbat would otherwise make the IS curve very flat. Witbin
the class of investment functions in whicb the same lag applies to both
tbe accelerator effect and tbe interest-rate effect, the evidence suggests
tbat somewhere between 10 percent and 30 percent of the long-run response of capital occurs within the first year. Investment is very sluggish
compared to tbe aim of stabilization policy. Still, the results in table 1
suggest tbat tbe interest sensitivity of investment over tbe first year is a
major influence in weakening expenditure policy and strengthening monetary policy within that period, even wben tbe investment response is at
the low end of the range.
PUTTY-CLAY

Neither tbe strict putty-clay nor the strict putty-putty hypothesis seems
plausible, but research has not uncovered the right compromise between
them. To tbe extent that putty-clay predominates, both expenditure and
monetary policies have major effects within the first year, because the
accelerator effect acts well before tbe inhibiting interest-rate effect. Consistent regressions that correct Bischoff's approach support this view, but
strong evidence of simultaneity undermines the usefulness of those results.
The sharp accelerator response of investment in the flrst year after output
changes is an unreasonable feature of the equation quite apart from the
more complicated criticism offered earlier in tbis paper. It is the strong
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accelerator, much more than the weak interest response, that makes expenditure policy so powerful with that type of investment equation.
TERM STRUCTURE OF INTEREST RATES
As a matter of theory, what belongs in the service price of capital is a
short-run interest rate, though the issue of short against long rates is unlikely to be resolved empirically. But this is hardly the end of the story.
A more general question, quite beyond the realm of the investment equation, is the relation between the short-run interest rate appropriate for
investment decisions and the market return to short-term financial assets
that is appropriate for decisions about holding money, ^o The traditional
view, adopted in the simple IS-LM model at the beginning of the paper,
is that interest-bearingfinancialassets and real capital are close substitutes,
and money is a weak substitute for either. Then markets should equalize
the short-run yields of all nonmoney assets, and the common yield is what
belongs in the investment equation. If the various kinds of assets, real and
financial, are not close substitutes, there is no reason to expect markets to
equalize yields. In particular, the yield from a very money-like financial
asset, say Treasury bills or commercial paper, is not a good guide to the
market's short-run interest rate or net yield from real capital. A better
choice might be the expected short-run yield from long-term financial
assets. This line of argument does not seem to suggest that the long rate
itself belongs in the investment equation, however. Further, it does not
have any definite implication with respect to the basic issue of the interest
elasticity of investment and the effects of alternative stabilization policies.

Conclndons
Economists do not seem to be ready to make precise statements about
the effects of stabilization policies on gross national product. This paper
has focused on the role of the investment process in stabilization. The
IS-LM model makes it clear how important the negative response of investment to interest rates is in limiting the effect of expenditure policy and
providing the principal immediate effect of monetary policy. Empirical
evidence on the interest and accelerator responses of investment is weak,
30. I am grateful to Benjamin Friedman for a helpful discussion of this point.
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however. The calculations at the beginning of the paper do suggest that
the conventional estimate for the effect of expenditure increases—about
$1.5 billion in GNP in thefirstyear for each $1 billion of expenditure—is
probably on the high side. Indeed, perfectly reasonable assumptions give
rise to effects only half as large. A hard look at the limited evidence on the
IS curve makes exclusive reliance on expenditure policy seem an unwise
approach to stabilization.
The same factors that make one policy weak make the other strong.
Given the uncertainty about these factors, especially about the slope of
the IS curve, it would make sense to adopt balanced combinations of
stabilization policies. The negative covariance of the effects of the policies
would make the uncertainty about the effect of the total package less than
the uncertainty about any individual component. The design of stabilization policies needs to protect against the very real possibility of a flat IS
ctjrve.

APPENDIX

Parameters of the IS-LM Model
THIS APPENDIX outlines the derivation of the parameters of the IS-LM
model used in the text.

Consumption Function

To get rough estimates of the marginal propensities to consume out of
gross national product, I simply ran two regressions of the first difference
of real consumption of nondurables and services and the first difference
of real expenditures on durables on the first difference of real GNP for the
years 1950-76. The resulting coefficients (actually the sum of the current
and three lagged quarterly coefficients) were 0.20 for nondurables and
services and 0.16 for durables, so O^ is taken as 0.36.
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Research on money demand is currently in an unsatisf actc»y state because of the puzzling behavior of interest rates relative to income and the
money supply in 1976 and 1977. Stephen M. Golctfeld's careful investigations ot money demand both before and alter the puzzle appeared are
difficult to embed in a simple LM curve.^^ First, Goldfeld finds consistently
that the income elasticity of money demand over a one-year period is less
than Vi. The result is a startUogly large shift in the LM curve for each
billion doUurs of monetary expansion: at least a 2 percent increase in
income is necessary to hold interest rates constant in the face of a 1 percent increase in the money supply. Gol(Held's low income elasticity arises
from the pronounced downward trend in Mi relative to GNP. Since there
is no other trend variable in his equation, tfie coefficient of log GNP is
determined largely by the requirement that the rate of growth of real
money demand is about half as high as the rate of growth of real GNP.
Adding a time trend to his equation increases the estimated income elasticity substantially, to ahnost 0.8. Second, Goldfeld's most important interest rate is the yield on time deposits at banks, which is not likely to
respond very much to monetary orfiscalpolicy.
In an effort to sort out these two problems in adapting Goldfeld's equation for the present purposes, I fitted the follomng regression to annual
data for Ml for 1954 to 1976:
log M/p = 0.56 + 0.78 log Y - 0.014 log r - 0.021/.
(0.86) (0.14)
(0.13)
(0.005)
Ji» = 0.94; standard error * 0.013; p =* 0.81.

The numbers in parentheses are standard errors. The single interest rate
here is the yield on four- to six-month commercial papei. Variants of this
equation, including the use of quarterly data, produced similar results- In
all cases, the statistical evidence in favor of the trend is unambiguous and
the inclusion of the trend dramatwally increases the iocome elasticity. It
also reduces the interest elasticity, which in all cases was smaller in magnitude than Goldfeld found.
At probable 1977 levels (GNP of $1,325 billion and money
31. "The Demand for Money RevMted," BPEA. 3:1973. pp. 577-638, and "The
Case of the Missing Money," BPEA, 3:1976, pp. 683-730.
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of $230 billion, both in 1972 prices), the income elasticity of 0.78 implies
that an increase of $1 billion in GNP will raise money demand by $0,135
billion. This income effect was used in the IS-LM model (^i = 0.135).
The regression implies that an increase in the interest rate of 100 basis
points, from 5 percent to 6 percent per year, will reduce real money demand by $0,59 billion. By contrast, in Goldfeld's basic equation ("Case of
the Missing Money," table 1, first line, p. 686), an increase of the same
amount in the commercial paper rate alone raises real money demand by
$1.84 billion. If both the commercial paper rate and the rate on time
deposits increase by 100 basis points, real money demand rises by $6.13
billion, according to Goldfeld. As a compromise I took the interest-rate
parameter of the IS-LM model (^J to be 2,00.

